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Hi there!
Moving to a new country is a huge decision, and the
checklist is endless. As you reach the end of your list –
sorting out your accommodation, employment visa,
and other administrative matters – it’s finally time to get
to know Singapore better and what it has to offer.
You may have heard about our futuristic skyscrapers,
fastidious attention to cleanliness and efficient
transportation networks. But there is so much more
to our city than meets the eye.
In this insider’s guide to Singapore, we invite you to enter
our world as we see it. Whether you’re a nature lover,
thrill seeker, party goer, sports enthusiast, history buff
or an art enthusiast, there’s something for you here that
you’ll love. This guide has been organised in a way that
will best guide you in your journey of discovery, but more
about that later.
If there’s anything you’re looking for that you can’t find
in this guide, we’re only one click away.
Love,
Singapore Global Network

Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay
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How to Get
the Most Out
of This Guide
We’ve handpicked some of the best
and most unique places to explore
on our island.
Put on your shoes (and sunscreen) as
you embark on a digital mini adventure
to get to know Singapore better. To help
you along, we have categorised this
guide by interests, along with a simple
legend that tells you the estimated
costs of each activity.
Entry to most attractions are free,
unless the budget is indicated.

Legend:
Includes minimum transport fees,
tickets, or for those looking for
wallet-friendly activities
Includes transport, food, and
tickets, or for those looking for
mid-priced places

Includes transport, more up-scale
food, entry fees, or for those
looking for luxury experiences
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For the
Explorers &
Nature-Lovers
Singapore is both a country and a city – an island
about half the size of metropolitan London.
As a small city facing space constraints, we have
adopted high-density development with an eye
for maximising liveability.
Aside from the millions of trees planted here,
our commitment to going green extends to
construction, with green building mandatory
since 2008. Our aim is to have 80 per cent of all
buildings achieve an environmental performance
rating called Green Mark by 2030 to reduce
energy use and carbon emissions.

Marina One, Marina Bay
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Innovative design can reduce that
feeling of density by creating the
illusion of space using ‘green’ and
‘blue’ elements. We intersperse parks,
rivers, and ponds amid our high-rises.
These bodies of water also double as
plant lushly – some three million trees
cover Singapore, including a stand of
virgin rainforest, rich in biodiversity,
right in the heart of the island.”
Cheong Koon Hean
to lead Singapore’s Urban Redevelopment Agency (URA)

Gardens by the Bay, Marina Bay
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Discover
Lush Parks &
Hiking Trails
Singapore is filled with lots of greenery
and nature-filled spots nestled around
the city, with over 47% of the land area
covered in green spaces, and growing.
To protect and preserve the city’s green
spaces, 50,000 trees are planted annually
in Singapore, and our 156-year old
Botanic Gardens has been declared a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
With an extensive network of park
connector routes around the island,
you can easily access nearby parks
without having to worry about getting lost.
By 2030, no matter where you live,
you’ll be able to walk to a park in under
10 minutes. If you’re curious about
which route to take, here’s a link to
the park connector routes with some
recommended loops and trails.
Hort Park, Hyderabad Road
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Heights & Sights
at MacRitchie
Reservoir Park
Anchored by Singapore’s oldest reservoir,
MacRitchie Reservoir Park is one of
Singapore’s most popular nature reserves.
Filled with nature trails, water sports
activities and lush foliage, it’s favoured by
joggers and families alike.
The signature attraction of the reservoir
is the Treetop Walk, a 250-metre long
suspension bridge spanning the two highest
points within MacRitchie. A walk along the
bridge offers a bird’s eye view of the plants
and animals living in the forest canopy.
If you’re not a fan of heights, take a walk
around the 11-kilometre nature trail loop
known as MacRitchie Trails. If you’re lucky,
you may even catch a glimpse of long-tailed
macaque monkeys, squirrels or even colugos
(flying lemurs) and owls.

MacRitchie Reservoir
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Discover Singapore’s
Biodiversity & Wildlife
Aside from the MacRitchie Reservoir,
Singapore’s first ASEAN Heritage Park
Sungei Buloh Wetland Reserve is where
you’ll find a world filled with rich biodiversity.
Winding through the mangrove forest
boardwalks, catch a glimpse of elusive
mud land creatures including crabs, mud
lobsters, and Malayan water monitor lizards.
During the migratory season (September to
March), you’ll even find flocks of shorebirds
or waders including plovers and sandpipers.

The Reserve is also a stop-over point for many species
of migratory birds, making this rich ecological site
perfect for birdwatchers.

Sungei Buloh Wetland Reserve
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Meet Singapore’s
Wildlife at Our

Budget:

to

If the wildlife at the Sungei Buloh Wetlands prove
too elusive, get acquainted with Singapore’s
wildlife over at the Singapore Zoo, Night Safari,
River Safari or the Singapore Bird Park.
If you’re more about getting up close and personal,
the Hay Dairies Goat Farm runs farm visits which
allow you to explore the farm’s roomy barns at
your own pace.
The Singapore Zoo was named the world’s 3rd best
zoo in the 2018 Travellers’ Choice® awards by TripAdvisor,
and remains the only Asian zoo in the top ten. Read this review
to find out why our zoo is one of the best in the world!

Singapore Zoological Gardens, Mandai
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Explore City-Fringe Parks
Our city parks are where you’ll find Instagram-worthy
architecture. At 36 metres above the ground,
the Henderson Waves bridge is the highest pedestrian
bridge on the island. This city-fringe park is favoured for
its artistic, distinctive wave-like bridge, popular among
photographers and skateboarders.
The bridge design is inspired by the undulating shape of
a wave, curving and twisting along its 274-metre length,
and its form is anchored by steel arches filled in with
curved ‘ribs’ made of slats of Balau wood, a dense
hardwood found only in Southeast Asia.
The best way to explore the bridge is through the
Southern Ridges, a five-kilometre hiking trail that
takes you through three major parks: Kent Ridge Park,
Telok Blangah Hill Park, and Mount Faber Park, with
Henderson Waves connecting the latter two.

Henderson Waves
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Singapore’s First
UNESCO World
Heritage Site
The Singapore Botanic Gardens
is perhaps the most famed of
all our parks. The first and only
tropical botanic garden on the
UNESCO World Heritage List,
you will find smaller gardens
such as the Ginger Garden and
National Orchid Garden coming
together to form this 82-acre,
161-year old tropical garden.
Get your camera ready before
you step into the National Orchid
Garden where over 1,000 species
and 2,000 hybrids of orchids are
on display. You can even name
an orchid after your loved one.

Lay out the picnic mat and
relax with your family on
the grass as you enjoy a
live orchestra performance
at Symphony Lake. If the
humidity gets to you, head
over to elegantly refurbished
colonial houses which have
found a new lease of life as
cafés and restaurants.

Singapore’s national flower is an orchid called Vanda Miss Joaquim. It is the first
registered plant hybrid from Singapore, and the ‘Agnes’ variety was chosen for its
bright colours, hardiness, and resilient – qualities that reflect the Singapore spirit.
Singapore Botanic Gardens
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For Nature Lovers in
Cooled Conservatories
Budget:
Gardens by the Bay offers
a respite from our tropical
climate. Take a walk around
the climate-controlled
Flower Dome, home to
plants and flowers from five
different continents, including
thousand-year-old olive trees,
magnolias and orchids. You
can find plant life from the
tropical highlands in the
mist-filled Cloud Forest,
filled with diverse vegetation,
pitcher plants, and ferns.
Gardens by the Bay, Marina Bay
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the Beaten Track
Singapore is known as an island-city – but few know
that our country is actually really made of 64 islands,
including our diamond-shaped main island.
For those looking to enjoy a beach day, some of these
islands offer sandy beaches and scenic sea views for
you to enjoy a day in the sun.

Many expats would rather be outside, enjoying the
sun and the space. We love spending our days at
the Singapore Bird Park or at Jurong Lake Park –
there are many beautiful open spaces, a huge
playground for the kids, as well as a water play
and sand area. We also love taking day trips over
to St. John’s island and having a swim in the
pristine waters there.
Jasmine Heath
Canadian Citizen living in Singapore
Secondary School Music teacher
at the Canadian International School
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Explore the Shores of Lazarus
Island & St. John’s Island
Budget:

to

Lazarus Island is a C-shaped island
known for its quiet, pristine beach
with clear waters, soft white sand
and tranquil greenery.
Here, you can unwind with a picnic
or go kite-flying with your family and
friends. (P.S. We hear there are many
adorable stray cats around the island
you can play with). If it’s something
more luxe you’re after, you may also
host a yacht party by renting out
private chartered yachts.
The neighbouring St. John’s Island
is loved by city-goers who are
looking for a quick getaway spot.
The island’s rustic vibe, clear water
lagoons and rich mangroves offer a
serene escape from the city. If you
are interested in a beach holiday,
there are holiday bungalows and
chalets available for rent.

St. John’s Island
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Fun in the Sun
at Sentosa Island
Budget:

to

Sentosa Island is most well-known for its
beach resorts and family-friendly attractions.
Head to Siloso Beach to try your hand at water
sports and beach activities like skim-boarding,
kayaking or cycling; cozy up on a day bed
at Tanjong Beach Club or venture to the
family-friendly Palawan Beach where you
can trek across the iconic suspension bridge.
While you’re at Sentosa, you may also want to
explore the Butterfly Park and Insect Kingdom,
and get some thrills from luge rides, bungee
jumping, or the vertical skywalk there too.
Resorts World Sentosa is the ultimate
integrated resort that is home to Universal
Studios Sentosa, Adventure Cove Waterpark,
and other exhilarating attractions and activities
not to be missed.
Siloso Beach, Sentosa
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4 hours to
Hong Kong

Destinations
Budget:

2 hours 30 mins to
Hoi An, Vietnam

to

Singapore’s advantageous location
and connectivity within the region
mean that other exotic Southeast
Asian destinations are only hours
away by plane. Here’s how long
it will take for you to fly from
Singapore to nearby destinations.

2 hour 50 mins to
Phuket, Thailand

1 hour 30 mins to
Langkawi, Malaysia

1 hour to
Bintan or Batam, Indonesia
(in ferry ride from a few of
our ferry terminals)

4 hours 40 mins to
Bali, Indonesia
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From waterparks to ziplining across
jungles, there is no shortage of activities
here that will get your adrenaline pumping.

For the
Daredevils,
Thrill Seekers &
Sports Enthusiasts

Universal Studios Singapore, Resorts World Sentosa
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Chase the Thrills at
Theme Parks
Budget:

to

Located in Resorts World Sentosa, Universal Studios
Singapore is where you’ll find your movie-themed
rollercoaster rides, shows, and attractions across seven
themed zones. Some of the rides you can look forward
to including the world’s tallest duelling rollercoasters
Battlestar Galactica: HUMAN vs. CYLON™,
the Revenge of the Mummy indoor coaster and the
TRANSFORMERS the Ride: The Ultimate 3D Battle.
If you’re visiting between September and early November,
don’t miss the annual Halloween Horror Nights.
With themes ranging from the popular Netflix series
Stranger Things to the legend of the Pontianak (a vengeful
female ghost from Indonesian folklore), we make this
Halloween event our own each year by giving it a twist
with elements inspired by Asian tales of the dark.
If you love going to waterparks, Adventure Cove Waterpark
and Wild Wild Wet at Downtown East offer thrilling water
rides that will get your heart racing before you splash
down in the pools.
Universal Studios Singapore, Resorts World Sentosa
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These Outdoors Sports
Budget:

to

For families looking for a place to cycle
or rollerblade, East Coast Park is where
you can spend a great day outdoors.
While you’re here, you can rent a bike or
a pair of rollerblades and enjoy the sun
and sea breeze as you glide along the
designated paths.
For something more exciting, stop by the
Xtreme SkatePark to try out the ramps,
rails, and bowls available. These circuits
range in difficulty, so everyone from
novices to experts can bring their own
skateboards and enjoy a skate here.
Fans of water sports may go cable skiing
at the nearby Singapore Wake Park
or enjoy a day out at sea by learning
how to windsurf or kayak at the
Aloha Sea Sports Centre.

Purchase coupons from apps like
Fave to try out some of these classes
at a promotional rate.

Aloha Sea Sports Centre, East Coast Park

Xtreme SkatePark, East Coast Park
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Exhilarating Group
Whole Squad
Budget:

to

It’s always more fun when you’re with people.
Engage in some friendly fire at Camp Challenge
where you’ll get to pepper your friends with paint
in a round of paintball, or race against others at
the KF1 Karting Circuit. If it’s futsal you’re keen on,
head to The Cage for a friendly game.
For water sports enthusiasts, Jurong Lake is where
you’ll meet other kayaking and dragonboating
enthusiasts. The surrounding gardens are also
where you’ll find Dog Run, a 2,200 square metre
grass field where your dogs can run wild.
If it’s a vertical challenge you’re after, go indoor
rock climbing and bouldering at Climb Central,
or de-stress with your family by bouncing the day
away at AMPED Trampoline Park.

Kallang Wave Mall, Kallang

For absolute daredevils, go on a family-friendly
adventure at Mega Adventure Park where you can
ride on a 450 metres long zipline at MegaZip and
even try the parachute simulator at MegaJump.
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Switch It Up
Group Games
Budget:

to

Relive your retro arcade days with a trip to Level Up
at Clarke Quay. Complete with neon lights, foosball tables
and old-school arcade machines like Street Fighter and
Pac-Man, you can grab a drink and enjoy a fun-filled game
night with your friends – all in one place.
If you want to try your hand at miniature golf, come tee off
at Holey Moley Golf Club. At this restaurant-bar-miniature
golf course, putt your skills to the test through obstacles like
The Simpson’s family couch, HBO’s Game of Thrones’ Iron
Throne and even a Lego-version of the Marina Bay Sands
course, complete with a Godzilla on the side. End off your
night with unique food creations such as a metre-long mega
pizza and burgers topped with multi-coloured buns.
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For the
Heritage
& History
How did we transform so dramatically
from the third world to first in just 50
years? Learn more about Singapore’s
heritage by touring our historical sites
on a journey through our colonial,
WWII and post-war times.
National Museum of Singapore
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When Singapore became independent

jobs for our people. We had limited
land and no natural resources.
In the short span of 50 years, we have built a clean, modern metropolis
program has transformed us from a nation of squatters to a nation of
homeowners: more than 90 percent of our people own their homes,
one of the highest home-ownership rates in the world.”
Cheong Koon Hean
Veteran Architect and Urban Planner and
Redevelopment Agency (URA)
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Visit War Sites from
Singapore’s Battles
During World War II
Budget:

During World War II, Singapore was a major British
military base in Southeast Asia and was key to British
imperial interwar defence planning. The Japanese’
capture of Singapore in February 1942 represented
the largest British surrender in history.
Reflections at Bukit Chandu is a heritage centre that
recounts the decisive Battle of Pasir Panjang during
World War II. The museum is full of historical artefacts
and interactive displays that share the acts of heroism
displayed by the soldiers during the battle.
Fort Siloso is our only well-preserved coastal fort
standing today. Located on Sentosa Island, the on-site
military museum contains a treasure trove of
WWII memorabilia. This includes coastal guns,
restored artillery and underground tunnels that all
recreate wartime scenes from the past. The most
scenic way to get here is via the Fort Siloso Skywalk,
a treetop bridge with an aerial view of Singapore.

Fort Siloso, Sentosa
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Travel Back in Time
at These Themed
Budget:

The Lee Kong Chian Natural
History Museum is one of the oldest
institutions of its kind in Southeast
Asia. With over 2,000 natural history
specimens on display, learn about
our natural history and the rich
biodiversity that makes up our region.
The museum consists of 15 thematic
zones from plants and amphibians to
mammals and dinosaurs – including
their star attraction: three diplodocid
sauropod fossils which are more than
80% complete (2 even come with
skulls), a rarity among fossils.

Haw Par Villa, Pasir Panjang

If it’s something unconventional
you’re after, we recommend the iconic
Haw Par Villa themed park.

The last of its kind in the world,
this eclectic park was built in 1937
and contains a treasure trove of
Asian culture, history and religion.
As you enter the park, you’ll be
greeted with a signature red brick
road, which leads into an outdoor
park displaying over 1,000 statues
and 150 dioramas depicting scenes
and beliefs of Chinese folklore –
including giant lobsters, a crab-lady,
tigers and dragons. Keep an eye
out for Chinese classics such as
Journey to the West and Eight
Immortals near the entrance to
the park too.
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Immerse in Singapore’s
Multi-cultural Heritage

For a peek into our Malay-Arab
influences, head to the Kampong
Glam district. As Singapore’s
oldest urban quarter, this heritage
district originated as a thriving port
town and housed the Malay-Arab
community back in the 1920s.
Here, you can find the Sultan
Mosque, one of the main places
of worship for the local Muslim
community. It is famed for its
golden domes and Indo-Saracenic
architecture, and a large prayer hall
decorated with glass bottle ends
that were donated by the Muslim
community during its construction.

Budget:

Our diverse history is reflected in
our food, language, culture, and it
comes to life most vividly through
our architecture and heritage
neighbourhoods. If you are keen to go
on a heritage journey, here’s a link to
some recommended heritage trails.
A strong taste of our Peranakan
influences come through in our Joo Chiat
and Katong districts. In these districts,
you’ll find a row of well-preserved
shophouses that were once home to
Peranakan Chinese families.

Take a walk along the lively heritage
district of Little India to discover
more about our Indian community.
At the heart of Little India lies one
of Singapore’s oldest Hindu temples,
the Sri Veeramakaliamman Temple.
With its colourful and intricate
statues and detailing, this historical
landmark is said to be where
many people sought refuge
during World War II.

Pastel-coloured shophouses line the
streets, featuring grand entrance gates
and colourful Chinese-inspired art decor
styles which can be seen through its
intricate motifs and tiles on the exterior.
Get your smartphone cameras ready
for a great #OOTD photo opportunity!
Peranakan Houses, Joo Chiat
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Enthusiasts
& Culture
Vultures
The richness of our arts and cultural scene
comes from our multi-culturalism. As home
to individuals from all backgrounds, religions,
races and countries, Singapore has come to
form a unique identity and culture like no other.

Chinatown
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We are also a multiracial,
multi-religious and
multi-cultural society.
This diversity is a
fundamental aspect of
our respective identities.
Our aim is integration,
not assimilation. No race
or culture in Singapore is
coerced into conforming
with other cultures or
identities, let alone that
of the majority.”
Singapore Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong,
in a speech
approach has forged a distinctive
Singaporean identity that is unique (2017)

Little India
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World-class Plays
Staged by Local
Theatre Companies
Budget:

to

Aside from hosting Broadway productions,
we have also come to develop acclaimed
local theatres of our own, many of which
have become recognised for staging
internationally well-regarded productions.
Local theatre company, Pangdemonium!,
was founded in 2010 with the mission of
staging “theatre that Singaporeans can
be proud of, and to inspire more people
to embrace theatre as a way of life”.
Pangdemonium! is known for staging
thought-provoking productions that
challenge conventions and encourage
discourse around taboo subjects.
Examples include The Son, a play which
explored urgent mental health issues among
youths and Urinetown, a musical satire
that mocks politicians, populism, corporate
corruption and musicals themselves.

Rent, a production by Pangdemonium! Theatre Company
Photo Credit: Pangdemonium!
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W!LD RICE Theatre is another local theatre
company which has staged iconic Singapore plays.
They are arguably most well-known for staging
Emily of Emerald Hill, a monologue performed by
theatre founder Ivan Heng. In this play, Ivan brings
to life one of Singapore theatre’s most complex
characters and tells the story of an abandoned girl
who overcomes all odds to emerge as a powerful
matriarch in a distinguished Peranakan household.

Shakespeare in the Park
Photo Credit: Singapore Repertory Theatre

Singapore Repertory Theatre, The Theatre Practice,
Drama Box and The Necessary Stage are among
many other local theatre companies that are
breaking new ground for theatre here.

Wild Rice @ Funan
Photo Credit: Wild Rice
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Film Industry
Hitting
Its Stride
Singaporean films are also gradually gaining
international recognition. Ilo Ilo, a moving story
about a Singaporean’s family’s relationship with
their maid amid the 1997 Asian financial crisis,
directed by Anthony Chen, received wide acclaim
at the Cannes International Film Festival in 2013.
Chen made history by becoming the first Singapore
to not only win the prestigious Cannes Film Festival
Camera d’Or, but also take home four Golden Horse
Awards including Best Film with this debut feature.
Today, the film industry continues to evolve with
stalwarts like Anthony Chen, Cannes-nominated
director Boo Junfeng and filmmaker Royston Tan
leading the charge.
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Intermission Bar
Photo Credit: The Projector

Old-School
Film Experience
for Romantics
Budget:

to

4K screens and surreal surround-sound
aside, sometimes there’s nothing more
comforting than a movie experience
from the old days.
In 2014, three dreamers refurbished
the vintage Golden Theatre, a theatre
that was once teeming with life in the
70s-80s for its Mandarin films and 90s
for its adult artistic films.
Reviving the retro cinema by bringing
forth The Projector, it is now – in its
own cheeky words, “a sleek, eclectic
indie cinema with only two halls, a
ghastly astro turf and a mobile bar
selling popcorn and overpriced chips.”

Today, The Projector has come alive
again, frequented by young hipsters
and older cinemagoers looking for
a bit of nostalgia. Its retro aesthetic
features original theatre doors with
flip-up seating complete with wooden
armrests, and the cinema screens
alternative and indie art films –
from independent Asian films to
French silent movies and Hollywood
classics, and has even been featured
on famed Chinese contemporary
artist Ai Weiwei’s Instagram.
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Art lovers, rejoice. The National Gallery
Singapore oversees the world’s largest
public collection of Singapore and
Southeast Asian modern art.
Housed in two national monuments –
City Hall and the former Supreme Court
– the museum stretches over 64,000
square metre, this landmark features a
Neoclassical architecture and is the last
classical building in Singapore.

National Gallery Singapore

Inspiring
Exhibitions by
Over the World
Budget:

to

As you walk around the gallery, learn
more about the stories of Southeast
Asian artists through their artwork that
share insights into why and how they
have responded to their surroundings
and circumstances.
If you’re curious about Singapore’s
history, a visit to our 171-year old
museum, National Museum of Singapore
is a must. With a history that dates back
to 1849, the halls of our oldest museum
stretch over 18,400 square metre and
features a 19th century colonial exterior.
Go on an immersive journey through
Singapore’s key historical events –
to see how we have progressed from
our colonial times to how we gained
independence – at the Singapore History
Gallery exhibition. You can also catch a
glimpse of the migrants’ customs and
way of life, complete with a replica of the
opium dens they used to frequent.
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The ArtScience Museum is a cultural
landmark famed for its iconic façade, said to
represent a flower in a giant pod. Housing 21
gallery spaces spanning nearly 5,000 square
metre, the museum has hosted exhibitions
by some of the world’s best-known artists,
including Leonardo da Vinci, Salvador Dalí,
Vincent Van Gogh and Andy Warhol.
Dedicated to pursuing explorations of science,
art, culture and technology, its permanent
exhibit, Future World, features interactive
digital installations that blend these four
elements. Go on an interactive journey of
lights and digital art and try your hand at
composing your own musical masterpiece
at one of its experiential installations.

Gillman Barracks

For contemporary art, look no further
than Gillman Barracks. A former British
colonial barracks, the space has since
been revived as an arts cluster and
now houses 11 Singapore-based and
international art galleries.
Restaurants with unique dining concepts
such as Asian fusion seafood restaurant
The Naked Finn and biker bar Handlebar
have also found their homes here,
alongside local ice cream café Creamier.
ArtScience Museum, Marina Bay
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Shopping is a national pastime here, so it’s
no surprise that our island is a shopping
haven for many – from heartland malls tucked
conveniently in neighbourhood districts where
you can find local and international labels,
and underground streetwear brands, to
premium and specialty shopping belts with
luxe stores carrying high fashion brands.

For the Serial
Shoppers &
Streetwear Fans
35

Shop for
Luxury Brands
& Homegrown
Labels
Budget:

In September 2020, Apple joined Louis Vuitton in
Marina Bay by previewing Apple Marina Bay Sands,
the first Apple Store to sit directly on water. Appearing
as a sphere floating on the Marina Bay, the store is
entirely surrounded by water and offers uninterrupted
360-degree panoramic views of the city and its skyline.
The sphere is an all-glass dome structure that is fully
self-supported and the first of its kind.

to

When it comes to luxury brands, you’ll
find that Singapore is home to top
fashion houses from around the world.
International flagship stores line the malls
along Orchard Road and may also be found
at upscale malls such as Marina Bay Sands
and Jewel Changi Airport – but it is the
unique flagship store concepts floating on
the waters of Marina Bay that stand out.

The Louis Vuitton boutique at The Shoppes at
Marina Bay Sands is the largest outside of Paris,
second only to the brand’s flagship Champs-Elysees
store in Paris. Housed in a Crystal Pavilion floating
on the waters of Marina Bay, this flagship boutique
is a one-of-a-kind concept that connects to
The Shoppes through an underwater tunnel,
offering a retail experience like no other.

Apple Store, Marina Bay
Louis Vuitton Singapore, Marina Bay
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Score Quirky
& Vintage Finds
Budget:

to

Not all find allure in brands and haute
couture. Sometimes the most unique finds
are thrifted pieces with stories of their own.

Stop by Loop Garms at Rochor where you
will be able to score vintage and secondhand
apparel from the 80s and 90s to spice up your
wardrobe. Inspired by their love for vintage
clothes, the Singaporean founders wanted to
recreate their thrifting experience in Japan
back home. Be prepared to go through racks
of vintage graphic tees, 90s sportswear
jackets, plaid plants, sweaters from brands
such as Nike, Adidas, Fila and more.

Complete your haul with antique
shopping at Singapore Trading Post for
Indian-inspired and Chinese collections,
Past Perfect for colonial furniture from
the British, Dutch and Portuguese era
or Teong Theng Co, one of the oldest
furniture shops in Singapore selling
rattan furniture.

Explore the rows of shops at Haji Lane
tucked away in the Kampong Gelam district.
Its narrow lanes are lined with eye-catching
murals, indie boutiques and trendy bars
and eateries. Some of our favourite shops
include Hygge, where you’ll find handmade
jewellery, products and home furnishing by
a Singaporean husband and wife team, and
Craft Assembly which offers a treasure trove
of accessories, vintage apparel and toys –
with a Singaporean touch.
We also love Spoilmarket, which sells neon
lights, quirky snack pouches, and even movie
soundtrack-inspired music boxes.

Haji Lane, Kampong Glam
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Decked Out
in Streetwear
Budget:

to

Aside from the likes of famed flagship stores
such as Off White, Y-3 and Carhartt located
in Orchard Road, our picks for streetwear
brands are underground labels which can
be found in stores such as Union Studios at
Orchard Gateway shopping mall. It carries one
of Singapore’s very own, Strawberry Mansion,
which streetwear icon Virgil Abloh, has been
spotted wearing.
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For the
Night Owls &
Revellers
With a vibrant nightlight scene,
you’ll never run out of things to do.
From award-winning bars to hidden
speakeasies and lively nightclubs, here
are some of our top recommendations
for a fun night out.
Some of our popular drinking spots
include Ann Siang Hill and Club Street for
after-work drinks. For a cosier ambience,
head to Holland Village where you’ll find
rows of restaurants, pubs and bars with
various Happy Hour deals. Our rooftop
bars are sprinkled around the City Hall
and Marina Bay districts which offer
great views of the city, serving up unique
cocktails and bar bites for you to wind
down the night.

Blu Jaz Cafe, Kampong Glam
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Bars to Hidden Speakeasies
Budget:

to

Turn back time to the roaring
twenties at the Gatsby-esque Atlas
Bar with its grand art décor, complete
with intricate gold and bronze
balconies. Ranked the 8th best bar
in the world by Drinks International,
bottles are retrieved by wine fairies
who “fly” up to the wine cellar wall –
with the help of a sturdy belay system
– and later served at your table for a
truly magical drinking experience.
Hunt down our favourite speakeasies,
some of which are tucked away in
hidden spots for the adventurousand
observant few to find. Starting with
Bincho at Hua Bee, a 70-year-old
fishball mee pok noodle stall by day,
and a yakitori-ya by night. True to its
name, this dual-concept restaurant
serves a selection of seasonal
ingredients grilled in the traditional
way of using white charcoal
Binchō-tan. We recommend their
Japéritif — a playful take on apéritifs
with a Japanese touch such as
The Yeast I Could Do and Bedtime Nori.

Gather your best friends and locate
a white door with a minimalist sign
along the alley of Tanjong Pagar for the
entrance to Junior The Pocket Bar –
which seats a cosy 10 people and serves
up special exotic concoctions and a
new drinks menu every few months.
Another favourite of ours is Horse’s
Mouth, a classy Japanese-inspired
bar located within The Forum on
Orchard Road. Drinks here are crafted
to showcase Japanese ingredients,
plus a curated list of sakes sourced
from small and private breweries from
Japan. Its signature cocktails include
Yuzu Shuriken, made with yuzu sake,
peppermint and Sauvignon Blanc
syrup, for a light and refreshing drink.
Atlas Bar was featured in HBO series, Westworld!
The Art Deco inspired lounge served the perfect
backdrop for the futuristic theme of the series.
Atlas Bar, Parkview Square
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Party at These
Lively Joints
Budget:

to

Dance the night away at our beach clubs lining the
white sandy beaches and palm trees of Sentosa.
Ola Beach Club and Tanjong Beach Club play host
to international DJ acts such as Grammy Award
Winner DJ RAC and British electronic powerhouse
Bondax during the weekends, pumping out live DJ
sets into the wee hours.
For an unforgettable clubbing experience,
MARQUEE Singapore at Marina Bay Sands is where
you can party inside a Ferris Wheel or go down its
three-storey-high slide – all inside its 2,300 square
metre space. Joining the ranks of award-winning
nightclubs here is CÉ LA VI SkyBar and Zouk, all of
which have hosted international DJs such as Tiësto,
Armin Van Buuren and Afrojack, just to name a few
– affirming that our clubbing scene is nothing short
of exciting.

Tanjong Beach Club, Sentosa

If underground house and techno is your jam,
Headquarters by The Council offers a more intimate
club setting, while hip-hop lovers can head to
Cherry Discotheque to dance to both new-age and
old-school tunes in a retro-themed club. The club
regularly hosts themed nights too, such as 80s
Retro Night and Grime Watch for those who are fans
of British Grime music.
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For the
Gastronomic
Gourmands
& Culinary
Connoisseurs
Did we mention eating is another one of our favourite
national pastimes? Traditional and local Malay, Chinese and
Indian dishes can be found in any hawker centre, as well
Thai, Vietnamese, Japanese and other international cuisines
to cater to those who’ve made Singapore their new home.
These are all affordably priced and the most common option
for Singaporeans looking for a quick and inexpensive meal.
If you’re looking for a fancy treat to celebrate a special
occasion, look no further as Singapore is also home to 44
Michelin starred restaurants (and counting!). The Michelin
Guide even recognises seven of our hawker stalls –
an undeniable stamp on the local food scene.
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Cuisine at Our
Hawker centres
Budget:

to

Hawker centres are where you can get a bite of the most authentic
local food. Famous hawker centres include Maxwell Food Centre,
Lau Pat Sat, Simpang Bedok, ABC Market, Old Airport Road Market,
and Chomp Chomp Food Centre.
The Katong and East Coast areas are where you can indulge in
hearty Peranakan food. Try the famous 328 Katong Laksa, a spicy
noodle soup served in a coconut milk base. As it’s sweeter than
traditional curries, it’s a good starter dish for those unaccustomed
to spices.
Another dish not to be missed is Boon Lay Power Nasi Lemak’s
eponymous dish that has been served since 1971. Known for its
fragrant coconut-infused rice, their signature set comes with a
crispy fried chicken wing, peanuts, anchovies, a fried egg and
spicy sambal chilli sauce.
Boon Tong Kee’s chicken rice is another local favourite which has
been around since 1979. Considered one of Singapore’s national
dishes, what makes this chicken rice special is its juicy, tender
chicken. It’s chilli sauce also gives a small fiery kick that helps
round out the flavours of the dish.

Lau Pa Sat, Raffles Quay
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My favourite local dish
is ‘Mee Sua’ or noodle
soup with minced pork.
can pour in the amount
of broth you want, or
sip the broth on the
side. Don’t forget to ask
for the chili padi!”
Charles P.
U.S. Citizen living in Singapore
Social Entrepreneur & Co-founder of

Fried Carrot Cake
Stirred fried eggs with diced
radish cake and preserved radish

Rojak
Fruits and vegetable salad
tossed in sweet and savoury
sticky sauce

START WITH THESE
LOCAL FAVOURITES
TO GET A TASTE OF
SINGAPORE

Mee Rebus
Egg noodles covered in
sweet and spicy gravy

If you’re looking for recommendations,
food blogs (Daniel’s Food Diary,
Misstamchiak, Seth Lui), Google reviews
and Burpple are great ways to start.
Otherwise, order food through apps like
GrabFood, FoodPanda, Deliveroo, or WhyQ,
for a quiet night in with great food.
Satay
Skewered barbecue meat

Roti Prata
Pan-fried flatbread
served with curry
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Dining Experience
Budget:

to

Singapore is a true gastronomic
paradise with plenty of top-tier dining
establishments to dine in, including several
famed chef-owned restaurants such as
Spago Dining Room by Wolfgang Puck
and Salt grill & Sky bar by Luke Mangan.
If you are looking for a taste of Singaporean
cooking and Southeast Asian flavours,
make a reservation and dine in at
Violet Oon. As a nyonya herself, Violet
Oon is known as the grande dame of
Singaporean cooking. Her restaurants
are rich in Peranakan flavours, both in
its food and turn-of-century interiors.
Taste her classy take on the laksa noodle
dish, fish curry with roti jala (crepes) or
the gula melaka (palm sugar) tea cake
with coconut ice cream, using nothing
but the finest quality ingredients.
Violet Oon, Jewel Changi Airport
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Elevate your Peranakan dining experience
with Candlenut. It showcases a modern
contemporary take on the cuisine at this
world’s first one Michelin-starred Peranakan
restaurant, helmed by Chef Malcom Lee
who is also interestingly, a baba Peranakan.

Labyrinth, Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay
Photo Credit: John Heng

For quintessential Malay dishes, dishes
at Hjh Maimunah (the only Nasi Padang
eatery awarded with a Bib Gourmand in the
MICHELIN Guide Singapore 2019) are cooked
using traditional slow-cooking methods
and quality ingredients. Dig into classic,
savoury dishes such as rendang (braised
beef in coconut spice), bergedil (deep-fried
potato patty), and its famous siput sedut
(sea snails cooked in a rich coconut curry).
Explore our take on contemporary dining,
with restaurants such as Labyrinth and
Kin that add a modern twist to classic
dishes. Chef-owner LG Han of Labyrinth
pays tribute to his late grandmother and
recreates his childhood memories in
Singapore through the exploration of local
produce and flavours in his dishes.

At Kin, go on a truly Singaporean culinary journey
designed by Chef Damian D’Silva, who aspires to
preserve the Singapore heritage cuisine through
the culmination of recipes and flavours drawn from
Chinese, Peranakan, Malay, Teochew, Hakka, Indian
and Eurasian cultures, amongst many others.
Restaurant Kin
Photo Credit: Kin
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Late-Night
Cravings
Budget:
Singaporeans take every meal seriously,
including supper. Late night spots well-loved
by many of us include Al-Azhar Restaurant
and Mr Prata to indulge in some Roti Prata
(Indian flatbread) with curry (click here for a
Roti Prata encyclopedia of common variations
that you can order).
For desserts, Yong He Eating House is known
for its beancurd and youtiao (deep fried
dough fritter) and Liang Seah Street for
some refreshing shaved ice treats.
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Our
Parting Words
We may be a small island city state but we’re
big on activities to do and places to explore.
There’s more than meets the eye when it comes
to our multi-faceted city. Uncover the different
nooks and crannies and you’ll find that Singapore
has much to offer – no matter your interests,
budget and lifestyle.
Aside from this guide on entertainment, we’ve
also prepared guides outlining what it’s like
to pursue careers in Singapore, our education
system and an insider’s take on what living in
Singapore is really like, glitz and glamour aside.
For a more practical guide on the nitty-gritty
details of moving, you may be interested in our
guide to Settling in Singapore.
If you would like to connect with someone who’s
made the move from abroad to Singapore and
learn about their experience first-hand,
contact us at hello@singaporeglobalnetwork.sg!
Love,
Singapore Global Network

Chinatown
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